Kinetics and specificity of T and B cell responses in relapsing experimental allergic encephalomyelitis.
T and B cell responses to myelin basic protein (MBP) and its relevant peptide fragments were examined throughout the course of MBP-induced relapsing experimental allergic encephalomyelitis (REAE) in (SJL X PL)F1 mice. T cell reactivity, measured by the antigen-driven proliferation of lymph node T cells in vitro, was directed predominantly against the encephalitogenic MBP-P2 peptide (amino acids 1 to 37) at all stages of disease. Levels of responsiveness did not correlate with disease expression, but declined over time to a relapse level that was four- to sixfold lower than that observed during peak acute stage reactivity. Relapse responses were further distinguished by the detection of host I-E restrictions on Lyt-1+ T cell recognition of P2, P2 recognition by acute-stage T cells occurring solely in the context of host I-A molecules. These data imply an increase in the heterogeneity of relapse T cell responses to MBP to include clones restricted by additional class II glycoproteins. A role for additional CNS autoantigens in the stimulation of relapse T cells is also considered. Serum antibody responses to MBP or the P2 fragment fluctuated randomly throughout R-EAE when total antibody activity (IgM plus IgG) was measured. However, analysis of individual isotypes of IgG immunoglobulins revealed an apparent correlation between peak antigen-binding activity and disease expression which may reflect either an effector or regulatory role for humoral immunity in recurrent EAE. Patterns of early antibody reactivity also distinguished F1 mice that developed or failed to develop disease signs after immunization, the latter exhibiting a consistent drop in antigen-binding activity 4 to 5 days before the usual onset of acute-stage paralysis. The results are considered with regard to possible mechanisms of chronic disease regulation in an environment of functional T cell suppression.